Class 4 - Termly Planning Grid Summer 1 2019
Week

Literacy

Maths

Science

History &
Geography

DT/Art

1
w/b

Year 6 SATS Practice

Year 6 SATS Practice

Earth and
Space

Ancient Greeks

Sculpture

22/4

Year 5: Kensuke’s
Kingdom with Mrs
Riley

Year 5: Measurement
and converting units.
Understanding and
converting between
kilograms – grams
Kilometres – meters
Millimetres – meters
Milligrams – grams

2
w/b
29/4

Year 6 SATS Practice
Year 5: Kensuke’s
Kingdom with Mrs
Riley

Year 6 SATS Practice
Year 5: Measurements
and converting units.
Metric measurements
and units.
Converting units of
time.

To show what I
already know
about the Earth
and space.

Earth and
Space
To learn about
shape and the
relative sizes of
the Earth, Sun
and Moon.

ICT

RE

PE

PSHE

RE lesson

Hinduism, worship
and sacrament.

Games/Athletic
s

What do you know
about Hinduism
already?

Swimming

Jigsaw
planning
with Mrs
Page

To use atlas skills to
locate Greece on a map
Why: To think about a
countries location in the
world
Understand country and
continent
Use an atlas (including
contents page and index)
to locate Greece
Can name the border
countries
Can say 5 facts about
modern Greece
Ancient Greeks
To identify Ancient
Greece on the timeline
Understand the impact
that Ancient Greece had
on us today. So we can
understand when it
happened and how the past
can impact on our lives
today.
Understand BC, AD and
Ancient
Can order dates on a
timeline
Place Ancient Greece in a
historical context
Use images to think about
what life was like in
Ancient Greece

Music

MFL
French
Transport
Locations

Creating a front
page for the topic
on computers to
stick in RE books.

Sculpture
Design a
Greek
broach.
Discuss
where they
would wear
these
broaches
and what
would be
designed on
them.

Research
Greek
broach
designs.

Hinduism, worship
and sacrament

Games/Athletic
s

Introduction to
Samskaras.

Swimming

There are 16
Samskaras.
Garbhadhana
Pumsavana
Simanatonayana
Jatakarman

http://hinduonlin
e.co/HinduCultur
e/ListOfSamskara
s.html

Jigsaw
planning
with Mrs
Page

French
Animals
we may
see in the
aquarium

3
w/b
6/5

Year 6 SATS Practice
Year 5: Kensuke’s
Kingdom with Mrs
Riley

Year 6 SATS Practice
Year 5: Measurements
and converting units.
Imperial
measurements and
units.

Earth and
Space
To understand
why our
shadows
change, and why
we have day and
night.

Ancient Greeks

Sculpture
Mathletics

To understand what a city
state was in ancient Greek
times

Design
their Greek
broach.

Hinduism, worship
and sacrament.

Games/Athletic
s

Namakarana
Nishkramana
Annaprashana

Swimming

Jigsaw
planning
with Mrs
Page

To know the differences
between Athens and
Sparta, so we can
understand how different
people lived and compare
to our own lives.

French
To ask
how much
something
is?
Review of
numbers
and
money.

Select relevant sections
of information.
Use evidence to build up a
picture of a past event.
Begin to identify primary
and secondary sources.

4
w/b
13/5

5
w/b
20/5

SATS WEEK

SATS WEEK

Year 5 Mock SATs
Week

Year 5 Mock SATs
Week

FRENCH TRIP
French trip
preparation and follow
up tasks.

FRENCH TRIP

Earth and
Space
To learn about
the Earth’s
orbit around
the Sun.

Earth and
Space
To investigate
the Moon’s
phases and its
orbit of the
Earth

Ancient Greeks

Sculpture

To understand an Ancient
battle., because all major
battles influence our
future

Create a
Greek
broach
using clay.

To know the main
characters and events of a
key battle.
To know that the battle
may be interpreted in
different ways and why
this is so.

Carve in
designs
from
previous
week.

Ancient Greeks

Sculpture

To write descriptively
using my senses about the
battle of Marathon
to help really imagine what
it would have been like to
be in the battle!

Paint
broaches a
gold/silver/
bronze
colour.

Hinduism, worship
and sacrament.

Games/Athletic
s

Chudakarana
Karnavedha
Vidyarambha
Upanayana
Praishartha
(Vedarambha)
Keshanta

Swimming

Hinduism, worship
and sacrament.

Games/Athletic
s

Samavartana
Vivaha
Antyeshti

Swimming

Jigsaw
planning
with Mrs
Page

French

Jigsaw
planning
with Mrs
Page

French
trip.

Things to
buy at
the
hypermar
ket.

Termly Planning Grid Summer 2 2019
Week
1
w/b
3/6

Literacy

Maths

New Report using the
opening of Cosmic.

Area, perimeter and
volume.

Look at previous news
articles about the
lunar moon landings.

Calculate the area of
parallelograms and
triangles.

Science

History &
Geography

Earth and Space

Ancient Greeks

To learn about
the solar system

To learn about the
Greek alphabet and
to learn to write our
name in Greek to
understand that not
everyone writes in
the same alphabet
Use letters from
our alphabet and
find the matching
Greek letter
Write your name
Write a secret word
or message

Earth and Space

Ancient Greeks

To learn about
man’s journey into
space.

To know the names
and roles of some
Greek gods.

Look at more modern
news reports on
current space
expeditions.
Compare the two news
reports: how are they
different?

DT/Art
Sculpture

ICT

RE

PE

PSHE

How can the
Mosque help us
understand the
Muslim faith?

Games/Athletic
s

Jigsaw
planning
with Mrs
Page

How can the
Mosque help us
understand the
Muslim faith?

Games/Athletic
s

Swimming

Convert news reports
into tweets – fast
news!

2
w/b
10/6

Advertisement to go
on the ‘Infinite
Possibility’ space ship.
Read chapter 1 of
Cosmic.
Look at adverts for
holidays – is there one
for a space flight to
use?
Persuasive devices.

Area, perimeter and
volume.
Calculate the area of
parallelograms and
triangles.
Calculate and compare
the area of rectangles
(including squares),
and including using
standard units, cm2,
m2 estimate the area
of irregular shapes
Recognise that shapes
with the same areas
can have different

The big ‘Space
Race’

Sculpture

Swimming

Jigsaw
planning
with Mrs
Page

Music

MFL

perimeters and vice
versa.

3
w/b
17/6

Earth and Space
Plan a biography for a
famous
astronaut/astrologists
or anyone relating to
space travel.
Research and planning
stage.
Plan what you will
write about before
researching.

4
w/b
24/6

Writing and
presenting the
biography.

Area, perimeter and
volume.
Estimate volume [for
example using 1cm3
blocks to build cuboids
(including cubes)] and
capacity [for example,
using water]

To learn about
man’s journey into
space.

Use all four
operations to solve
problems involving
measure.
Recognise when it
is possible to use
formulae for area and
volume of shapes.

Sculpture

How can the
Mosque help us

To understand the
importance of
Greek myths and
stories.

understand the
Muslim faith?

Games/Athletic
s
Swimming

Jigsaw
planning
with Mrs
Page

The Russians
I can perform a
chosen Greek myth
using emotion, pitch
and volume.
I can precis longer
passages.

Calculate, estimate
and compare volume
of cubes and cuboids
using standard units,
including cm3, m3 and
extending to other
units (mm3, km3).

Area, perimeter and
volume.

Ancient Greeks

Earth and Space

Ancient Greeks

Sculpture

To learn about
man’s journey into
space.

To make inferences
and deductions
about Greek life
using a range of
Greek pottery
because it is one of
the ways we know so
much about the
past.

To make
inferences and
deductions about
Greek life using a
range of Greek
pottery

The Americans

I can say what is
happening in a
picture of a Greek
vase.
I can design my own
vase in the Ancient
Greek style to tell
the story of the
Battle of Troy.
I can use geometric
shapes like they did
in Ancient Greece.

How can the
Mosque help us
understand the
Muslim faith?

Games/Athletic
s
Swimming

Jigsaw
planning
with Mrs
Page

I can use the
correct colours.

5
w/b
1/7

Space poetry.
Pick a planet in the
solar system to write
a poem about.
Poetic devices.

6
w/b
8/7

Narrative using
inspiration from
Cosmic.

Revisit and
consolidations:
Order of operations.
Prime numbers,
multiples and factors.

Revisit and
consolidations:
Fractions decimals
percentages.
Assessments.

Earth and Space

Ancient Greeks

Sculpture

To learn about
man’s journey into
space.

To create my
Ancient Greek vase
so we can tell our
story of the Battle
of Troy using our
own vase!

To create my
Ancient Greek
vase so we can
tell our story of
the Battle of
Troy using our
own vase!

The Lunar
Landings – 50th
anniversary:
Getting to space –
Hidden Figures

Games/Athletic
s

How can the
Mosque help us
understand the
Muslim faith?

Games/Athletic
s

Swimming

Jigsaw
planning
with Mrs
Page

I can design my own
vase in the Ancient
Greek style to tell
the story of the
Battle of Troy.
I can use geometric
shapes like they did
in Ancient Greece.
I can use the
correct colours
I can follow
instructions

Earth and Space

Ancient Greeks

Sculpture

To learn about
man’s journey into
space.

To create my
Ancient Greek vase
so we can tell our
story of the Battle
of Troy using our
own vase!

To create my
Ancient Greek
vase so we can
tell our story of
the Battle of
Troy using our
own vase!

The Lunar
Landings – 50th
anniversary – On
the Moon.

How can the
Mosque help us
understand the
Muslim faith?

I can design my own
vase in the Ancient
Greek style to tell
the story of the
Battle of Troy.
I can use geometric
shapes like they did
in Ancient Greece.

Swimming

Jigsaw
planning
with Mrs
Page

I can use the
correct colours
I can follow
instructions

7
w/b
15/7

Free writing.

Revisit and
consolidations:
Problem solving.

Earth and Space

Ancient Greeks

Sculpture

To learn about
man’s journey into
space.

Too write a set of
instructions so
someone knows how
to make your
fabulous vase!
I have introduced
my instructions
I have used
headings and subheadings
I have included an
equipment list
Numbers/bullet
points
Accurate
punctuation
Imperative verbs
Chronological order
Adding descriptive
language for detail

To create my
Ancient Greek
vase so we can
tell our story of
the Battle of
Troy using our
own vase!

Missions to Mars.

How can the
Mosque help us
understand the
Muslim faith?

Games/Athletic
s
Swimming

Jigsaw
planning
with Mrs
Page

